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## Note

Due to notational differences in the various hymnals, some rhythmic and/or melodic adjustments may be necessary in the music of this collection.

Although written for organ with pedals, every piece may be played on organ without pedals, or on piano, by playing an occasional Tenor note in the right hand.
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- Hymn Introductions & Descants for Trumpet and Organ – Set 1 – Easter: MSM-20-400
- Hymn Introductions & Descants for Trumpet and Organ – Set 2 – General: MSM-20-702
- Hymn Introductions & Descants for Trumpet and Organ – Set 3 – Advent/Christmas: MSM-20-141
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Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee

HYMN TO JOY
Setting by Dallas Blair
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*If played on Keyboard without pedals, this D may be played one octave higher.
Oh, Worship the King

_O, Worship the King_
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*Optional: In measures 18 and 19, play either quarter note and four eighths or all eighths.